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He undertakes to tell fully and fairly, even if briefly, the
full facts as to the origin of Infant Baptism, the reasons for its
origin and persistence, the arguments adduced at various times
in its support, and to give a vigorous, yet courteous, statement
of the powerful reasons for opposing the practice. Not the
least valuable section of the work is that dealing with the recent
and persistent teaching concerning the child's relation to the
Kingdom of God. This the author discusses under the topic
"The New Pelagianism."

There is a full discussion of the references to baptism in the
Christian writings of the early centuries showing as nearly as
possible where, when and why infant baptism arose to substitute
faith baptism.

The author thinks that this practice is the keystone to the
group of errors which have perverted or corrupted Christianity
in its whole course. The modern plEdo-baptist testimony on this
subject is used advantageously while the fresh grounds on which
the practice is justified are stated fairly.

Baptists will be gratified with the showing of this work and
the advocates of Infant Baptism will find a work whose reason
ing from history, from essential Christianity and from the evils
of the practice should give them serious concern.

W. O. CARVER.

Letters to Betsy. By Jennie S. Cody. The GriIDth and Rowland
Press, Philadelphia. 233 pp. 75c net.

"Letters to Betsy" is an intimate description of the life of
a woman missionary in China. It is in the form of letters to
the author's sister-letters which, as the foreword (written by
Helen B. Montgomery) tells us, and as we can readily believe,
were really written to friends at home, and have been very little
changed in editing. They reveal, far more effectively than any
studied description could, the real, every-day life and tasks of a
Chinese missionary in an out-of-the-way place j the squalor and
misery amidst which the work must be done j the crying need
of the people for the message of light and life j the quiet heroism
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of our soldiers of the cross. A timely and unusually interesting
touch is the description of the trying days of the revolution,
just before China became a republic.

As for the style, it is very readable-such as almost any of
us might write to our friends on a subject which was of vital
interest to us. But the object of such a book is not to be a
finished specimen of literary art. Much as we talk of the sacri
fices which our missionaries make in going into foreign fields,
and of the necessity of our supporting them adequately-and
the shame to us if we do not-many of us are too prone to gloss
over these facts. We need something to prod us into thinking
action; and this purpose "Letters to Betsy" should fill ad-
mirably. R. C.

We Would See Jesus, and Other Sermons. By George W. Truett,
D.D., Pastor First Baptist Church, Dallas, Texas. Compiled and Edited
by J. B. Cranfill, LL.D. Fleming H. Revell Co., 1915. $1.00 net.

These sermons are characteristic. They are discussions of the
great, simple truths of our religion; with transparent simplicity
of statement and with the passionate urgency of a mighty ear
nestness. Dr. Truett has published few sermons, was disinclined
to the publication of this volume, and yielded under pressure.
He is probably more in demand than any other pastor in this
country; and multitudes, we are sure, would eagerly read his ser
mons; but he shrinks from publication. His ambition is not liter
ary. And there is here no pretension to literary finish; these are
the hot-I had almost said molten-words that proceed from his
heart, which is truly a very furnace of religious conviction.

I have said that these sermons are characteristic. They are.
But it is more largely true of their author than of most preachers
that the best thing in his preaching cannot be adequately trans
ferred to the printed page. That "best thing" is the personality
of the man. In hearing him preach I have often thought of
Phillips Brooks' definition of preaching-"truth through per
sonality." Now, the truth is here on these pages, and the peculiar
personal quality is readily perceived; but if the reader has been
fortunate enough to hear Truett preach and can vividly imagine
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